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F. CO. Gallery and Dublin Arts Collective Announce Scary Art Show 

A first of its kind art show for Dublin, California 

Dublin, California— September 20, 2021 — Today the F. CO. Gallery and the Dublin Arts Collective (DAC) 

nonprofit announced the upcoming Scary Art Show with an Opening Reception to be held on October 14 from 

6-9pm.  An Open Call for Artists has been extended and there has already been a great response including a 

variety of media ranging from sculptures and ceramics to paintings and photography.  

“We are showcasing the arts community in Dublin and inviting participation from across the Bay Area,” said 

Sawsan Wolski,  F. CO. Gallery Owner and President of the DAC, “and this is also an opportunity to highlight 

the need for gallery space in Dublin and to demonstrate the value that the arts adds in supporting both 

economic and emotional recovery.” 

The Scary Art Show announcement reads” What scares you? What secret fears do you harbor in the recesses 

of your mind? We’re looking for scary, creepy, spooky, unsettling art! Artwork on show will be hair-raising, 

humorous, or ‘deadly’ serious!  This will be a dress-up event! Create your own costume and you could win a 

prize! “ 

We have special guest costume judges for the show including Dublin Mayor Melissa Hernandez and Visit Tri-

Valley CEO Tracy Farhad. 

We are thrilled to have Phil Didlake from Rhythmic Innovation as part of this event providing a pan drumming 

performance since as our idea is to traverse artistic genres when arranging events. 

For the safety of those participating, no children are allowed to the Reception and guests need to be fully 

vaccinated and symptom-free to participate. 

The Scary Art Show will be available for viewing by the general public until the end of October. Artists 

interested in submitting work for the show can do so until September 22. A Call for Poets is being managed by 

James Morehead, Dublin Poet Laureate. Deadline for Scary Poetry is October 8. 

Scary Art Show Location: 

F. CO. Gallery, 7038 Village Parkway, Dublin, California 

Contact: Sawsan Wolski Phone: 925 989 5177 Email: info@dacarts.org 

For more information on the Scary Art Show: http:// www.dacarts.org 
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